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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN??

Many Graces from My Heart have been poured out into your lives during these last times.

You have been worthy of My Love and of My Grace because the joy of My Spirit has filled you
with gifts, sowing the seeds of My Son in all essences. Now the fruits must be offered at the Feet of
the Creator so that His highest Work may be fulfilled in the redeemed hearts.

You have seen the manifested Purpose in Heaven, and were participants in the Celestial Plan of
God; thus you were guided towards the goal so that many souls could awaken to the path of
redemption.

The Father has given you everything and will never cease to give you what you need so that you can
fulfill the work of His Will.

You have been set free and many of internal situations were liberated from the eternal captivity.
You have known peace and felt it; you took the Message of Heaven to those who listened to
nothing; you helped to open closed hearts, and recovered the faith in those who had lost it.

Through the work of your Heavenly Mother, you were led to understand the reason for the call,
were consistent with the Universe, and it never left you defenseless, not even in the most important
moments of your lives. You have learned how to cross the abysses and overcome the tests through
the Love of Christ; you have known the truth and became participants in it at the end of times.

You have received the greatest treasures that the Universe held and were called to be guardians of
this legacy. The Word of the Divinity has always guided you and has never allowed any door to
close in spite of circumstances.

The simplest ones have achieved the goal and followed the path of spirit and of simplicity. Others
were lost because they wanted to search for their own answer to everything that was happening; but
at the end of the last day, My Son will call you to witness the judgment of the whole world.

For this reason, all are prepared and no one will be able to say that Grace did not touch their heart.
The Plan must be accomplished, the hour indicates a sincere decision; the Universe will always
await you. The apostles must wake up and work.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who unites you with the Purpose of God,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


